


to re-create this harmonious and positive vibe in inner 
spaces. We produce our crystal chandeliers in our very 
own workshop using traditional artisanship. This classic 
technology allows us to create one-of-a-kind lighting
creations. They are unique pieces of art that add immense

We ultimately believe that good design should make the 
world around us a more beautiful and harmonious place 
to live and we’re passionate about bringing light to you 
in its purest form by our lighting creations.



INTRODUCTION

We are inspired by the natural light and our main goal is 

to re-create this harmonious and positive vibe in inner 
spaces. We produce our crystal chandeliers in our very 
own workshop using traditional artisanship. This classic 
technology allows us to create one-of-a-kind lighting 
creations. They are unique pieces of art that add immense 
character to the scheme.

We ultimately believe that good design should make the 
world around us a more beautiful and harmonious place 
to live and we’re passionate about bringing light to you 
in its purest form by our lighting creations.
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add warmth and glamour into the interior. Provides the 
possibility of infinite arrangements of various clusters, but
can be also used as a single pendant. Skillfully handcrafted,
polished copper lampshade with Swarovski® crystals.



ORIGO

Compact sized contemporary crystal pendant, created to 

add warmth and glamour into the interior. Provides the 
possibility of infinite arrangements of various clusters, but 
can be also used as a single pendant. Skillfully handcrafted, 
polished copper lampshade with Swarovski® crystals.



Origo  sizes in cm D H

16         5

20         5

Spun solid brass  pendant with Swarovski® crystals.

Light source: 16/18W, 3000K, LED incl.







ORIGO



Star crystal chandelier. It is a majestic lighting creation that
completes the space with its elegant and refined design.



ORIGO STAR

With the play of symmetry and harmony, we created Origo 

Star crystal chandelier. It is a majestic lighting creation that 
completes the space with its elegant and refined design.



Origo Star  sizes in cm D1 D2 H

 116       150       50Set of three individual Origo chandeliers. Solid brass with 

Swarovski® crystals on pointed metal structure.

Light source: 16x16W + 8x18W, 3000 K, LED incl.





Refined to the smallest details, Fine Line embodies 
the pure quintessence of light. With its delicate and 
sophisticated shape, it brings an ultimate sparkle into 



FINE L INE

Refined to the smallest details, Fine Line embodies 
the pure quintessence of light. With its delicate and 
sophisticated shape, it brings an ultimate sparkle into 
the interior. 



Fine Line  sizes in cm L W H

  50        4          4

75        4          4

Polished stainless steel with Swarovski® crystals.

Light source: 2700 K, LED incl.



L W H





FINE L INE



Born as an extravagant extention of Fine Line’s sophisticated
shape, Fine Line Star reflects the light source of our
Universe. 



FINE L INE STAR

Born as an extravagant extension of Fine Line’s 
sophisticated shape, Fine Line Star reflects the 
light source of our Universe. 



Fine Line Star  sizes in cm L W H

180        58          4Polished stainless steel with Swarovski® crystals.

Light source: 2700 K, LED incl.



L W H



Designed by János Héder, Infinity crystal chandelier
awakes the power of eternity with its never ending loops,
symbolises empowerment and everlasting positiveness. 
It offers a playful and dynamic illumination concept to
any setting.



INFINITY

Designed by János Héder, Infinity crystal chandelier 
awakes the power of eternity with its never ending loops, 
symbolises empowerment and everlasting positiveness. 
It offers a playful and dynamic illumination concept to 
any setting.



Infinity  sizes in cm L W H

  124        52       21

150        63       25       

200        85       33

Polished stainless steel + full cut crystals.

Light source: G9 halogens



Infinity L W H




